
 
 

 

 

 

April 23, 2018 

Submitted Via Electronic Mail 

Brian Clark        

Bureau of Automotive Repair 

10949 North Mather Blvd. 

Rancho Cordova, California, 95670 

Brian.Clark@dca.ca.gov 

 

Re: Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action Concerning Oil Change Interval Requirements 

 

Dear Mr. Clark: 

 

These comments are from the Automotive Oil Change Association (AOCA) in response to the 

California Bureau of Automotive Repair (BAR)’s request for comments on its proposal entitled, 

Notice of Proposed Regulatory Action and Public Hearing Concerning Oil Change Interval 

Requirements, published in the California Regulatory Notice Register on March 9, 2018 (No. 10-

Z, pages 412-415). AOCA’s National Recommended Practice for Customer Management of Oil 

Change Intervals (attached) supports empowering consumers with (a) the ability to seek the 

services they want when they want them, and (b) access to the important information they need 

to make prudent decisions to protect their safety, vehicle investment, and natural resources. It is a 

simple fact that properly maintained vehicles function better, last longer, have fewer leaks, and 

emit less pollutants. Although some of BAR’s proposal is in alignment with AOCA’s 

Recommended Practice, there are some issues of concern outlined below. 

 

AOCA Background 

 

Founded in 1987, AOCA is a non-profit trade organization representing over 4,500 automotive 

maintenance centers throughout North America and around the world. The association is 

dedicated to enhancing the competency of fast lube owners, educating the public about the 

benefits of preventive automotive maintenance, and maintaining a healthy, competitive 

environment for the industry. AOCA members adhere to a Code of Ethics and a standard of 

service excellence. When it comes to changing oil, AOCA members have more collective 

experience than any other segment of the automotive maintenance and repair industry.  
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The Proposed Regulatory Action Concerning Oil Change Interval Requirements  

 

Removal of Referral to Automaker Websites 

 

AOCA thanks BAR for responding to AOCA’s prior comments requesting the removal of any oil 

change disclosure requirement reference to automakers’ websites.  It would have been inherently 

anti-competitive to require aftermarket Automotive Repair Dealers (ARDs) to direct their 

customers to automakers’ websites where they tout directly competing “’genuine parts and 

services,” advertise service deals, and provide links to their automobile dealers.  In contrast, 

AOCA does not object to referencing owner’s manuals as per BAR’s current proposal. An 

owner’s manual does not have a constant stream of advertisements, special deals, and direct or 

implied aftermarket disparagement that competes with an aftermarket ARD’s business as well as 

aftermarket manufacturers.  

 

Notice Language on Customer Receipts 

 

The current proposal would require the following notice language appear on or be attached to 

every customer receipt for automotive services that include an oil change: 

 

“Your vehicle’s manufacturer publishes oil change intervals, and the conditions and 

factors that influence those intervals, in the owner’s manual.” 

 

As mentioned above, AOCA does not object to referring customers to their owner’s manuals. 

Professional fast lube operators’ training and service software is based on owner’s manual 

recommendations, automaker Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs), and real time field reports on 

trouble vehicles discovered by aftermarket technician networks often well in advance of 

manufacturers’ public acknowledgment.  In fact, fast lube operators often find themselves in the 

position of needing to educate customers regarding requirements found in their owner’s manuals, 

particularly on the subjects of severe service driving conditions and general home maintenance 

requirements to maintain warranty coverage; i.e., checking oil at every other fuel stop. 

 

However, AOCA has not seen any data to suggest that including educational information on 

already packed service receipts has any positive effect on customer behavior.  An expectation of 

positive outcome matters here because the additional proposed requirement is neither free nor 

environmentally neutral.  Software developers will need to expend time and money to fit the 

educational statement onto existing receipt designs.  If an extra page is required, then that means 

more paper waste to manage.  If the registered vehicles in California receive only two oil 

changes a year, that would create approximately 412 tons of new paper waste requiring recycling 
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and/or landfilling.  Therefore, AOCA would appreciate the opportunity to review the evidence 

BAR is using as the basis for anticipating an ultimate improvement in future customer behavior 

as a result of the new proposed paperwork requirement. 

 

Establishing the Standard for Oil Change Interval Recommendations 

 

BAR proposes to create the following standard for oil change interval recommendations: 

 

When making a recommendation to a customer regarding a vehicle’s next oil change, an 

automotive repair dealer shall adhere to the maintenance schedule published by the 

vehicle’s manufacturer, an industry accepted and nationally distributed automotive 

service specification provider, or the California Department of Resources Recycling and 

Recovery (CalRecycle). 

 

In the fast lube industry, reference to the interval ranges in automakers’ owner’s manuals is 

already the standard for determining service interval recommendations.  However, several points 

must be clarified about automakers’ service schedules in general: 

 Service intervals represent a range, not a goal mileage to attain; 

 The longest service interval is not applicable to consumers with the most common 

driving habits; and 

 Most consumers ignore their “home” maintenance obligations designed to catch problems 

with consumption and leakage between oil change services. 

A high mileage number on service intervals looks great and feels like a promise, but it isn’t.  In 

the context of warranty coverage, an automaker’s oil change interval indicates the maximum 

mileage after which the automaker can void the warranty for failure to uphold necessary 

maintenance obligations. In order to determine how much service is “necessary,” the consumer 

or his/her service provider must make the normal-to-severe service interval range calculation 

whether or not that range is listed in the same place or provided in pieces throughout the owner’s 

manual and subsequent technical service bulletins. The average driver in California’s fleet would 

fall within the “severe” or shortest service category due to consistent stop-and-go traffic alone.  

 

According to the Filter Manufacturers Council: 

 

“Trips of less than four miles (six km) is the key factor in keeping most motorists in the 

average or "severe" category. In many owner's manuals the following are considered 

"severe" or average conditions: 

 Frequent idling for long periods of time, such as stop-and-go driving in heavy 

traffic. Many vehicles are subjected to this condition twice a day in commuting to 

major cities. 
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 Sustained highway driving in hot weather, such as vacation travel. 

 Towing a boat or trailer, carrying heavy objects on a rooftop rack. 

 Driving in dusty conditions, such as dirt or gravel roads. 

 Prolonged operation at sub-zero temperatures. 

 Driving on steep hills or mountains on a regular basis. 

 

Bear in mind that any one of the above conditions can make it mandatory to change oil 

and filter at 3,000 mile (5,000 km) or three-month intervals.”1 

 

CalRecyle’s Check Your Number website2 uses a similar explanation: 

 

“The Check Your Number widget’s “number” is the manufacturer-recommended oil 

change mileage interval for your car, based on normal driving conditions. The actual oil 

change interval may vary depending on various factors, such as driving conditions and 

habits, the condition of the car, and the type of engine oil applied. Some vehicles are 

equipped with an oil life monitor that alerts the vehicle owner when it is time to change 

their oil. 

 

‘Normal driving conditions’ DO NOT include the following: 

  •  Cold weather, less than 10 degrees 

  •  Extreme heat, more than 90 degrees 

  •  Extreme humidity 

  •  Towing a trailer or hauling heavy materials 

  •  Repeated short-distance trips of less than five miles 

  •  Extensive idling or in stop-and-go traffic 

 

If you do drive in any one of these conditions in a typical week, you could be driving in 

severe conditions, and may need to change your oil more often.” 

 

After the normal-to-severe service interval range calculation, consumers and their service 

providers must also consider the actual condition of their engines (age, prior maintenance 

schedule, recalls, technical service bulletins), choice of oil (conventional or synthetic), type of 

gasoline used (pure gasoline, diesel or an ethanol blend) and whether they adhere to owner’s 

manual “home” maintenance obligations, a classic one of which is rarely met these days—

checking the oil level at every fueling stop.  Automakers have practical reasons for this 

requirement including that car engines are running hotter and consuming more oil as an ordinary 

                                                           
1 Filter Manufacturers Council, Technical Service Bulletin 94-1 (revised October 2013) at 2. 
http://www.aftermarketsuppliers.org/Councils/Filter-Manufacturers-Council/TSBs-2/English/94-1R1.pdf.  
2 http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/usedoil/oilchange/FindInterval/.  

http://www.aftermarketsuppliers.org/Councils/Filter-Manufacturers-Council/TSBs-2/English/94-1R1.pdf
http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/usedoil/oilchange/FindInterval/
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function rather than failure;3 and the prevalence of ethanol in gasoline which increases the risk of 

white sludge (a/k/a engine oil “mayonnaise”), rust, freezing water, and water-diluted fuel in the 

fuel tank (a/k/a “phase separation”) with resulting drop in octane.4  

 

There are serious risks associated with extending oil change service intervals too far.  Consumers 

cannot afford to blindly follow the longest service interval listed without regard for the many 

balancing factors and requirements factored into the automakers’ comprehensive interval 

recommendation scheme.  The risks associated with extending oil change service intervals too 

far include excessive oil consumption, oil leaks, increased fuel consumption, emission systems 

premature failure, engine sludge, engine failure, loss of warranty coverage, and serious personal 

injury.5  

 

Moreover, fewer and fewer drivers have the expertise or interest in taking the steps necessary to 

become their own service advisor, and owner’s manuals are no consumer refuge in this regard. 

As previously mentioned, today’s consumers typically ignore basic maintenance responsibilities 

that are still required by automakers although such activities haven’t been commonplace among 

drivers since the 1980s. Seeing a motorist pop their hood at the gas station to check their oil at 

every fueling happens about as often as Leap Year. Yet that activity—with its irreplaceable 

factor of inspecting the engine throughout the service interval so that the consumer may 

intervene if mid-interval service becomes necessary—is inextricably linked to automakers’ oil 

change interval recommendations and accompanying warranty coverage.  

                                                           
3 Excessive oil consumption isn't normal: Automakers say adding oil between scheduled changes is acceptable. It's 
not. Consumer Reports (June 30, 2015). 
4 See Ten Reasons To Care That E15 Ethanol Is On The Way To Your Gas Station, by Larry Bell, Forbes Magazine 
(09/23/12) (“Ethanol (grain alcohol) is hygroscopic, meaning that it absorbs large amounts of water molecules that 
combine with petroleum to cause premature rust. It is also a powerful solvent that attacks rubber seals and plastic 
parts used in engine components, causing them to dissolve, stretch and wear out, or become dry and brittle.”); 
Can E15 Gasoline Really Damage Your Engine? By Mike Allen, Popular Mechanics (December 21, 2010) (“Just about 
every gallon of gas pumped today contains as much as 10 percent domestically produced ethanol. Gummed-up 
fuel systems, damaged tanks and phase separation caused by stray moisture infiltrating fuel systems have plagued 
many consumers since this mixture debuted, and the problems will only get worse if government policy to increase 
the proportion of ethanol to gasoline is implemented.”);  see also, Lubrizol Presentation 
http://lubrizol.tridenthei.s3.amazonaws.com/Presentation.v7.html (“[A]s ethanol becomes more popular with the 
motoring public as an alternative fuel source to traditional gasoline, your customers may raise the question, 
‘What’s the catch?’ And unfortunately, there is a big catch in potential damage to the engine.”).  
5 A few examples out of thousands: https://owner.ford.com/how-tos/maintenance/engine/know-when-to-change-
your-engine-oil.html/?model=Fusion%20Hybrid&year=2015 (“Clean oil lubricates your engine, and is necessary to 
help protect your engine and ensure its proper function. Without this periodic service, the resulting metal-on-
metal contact could cause severe damage.”); Your Owner’s Literature Jetta Wagon, Features & Equipment Section 
3.4, page 42 (“Failure to use engine oil for your Diesel engine that expressly conforms to Volkswagen Oil Standard 
505 01 can cause engine failure on the highway that can cause a crash and serious personal injury… Always carry 
with you an extra quart (liter) of engine oil that conforms to Volkswagen oil Standard 505 01 in case you must top 
off the oil while on the road.”).  

http://lubrizol.tridenthei.s3.amazonaws.com/Presentation.v7.html
https://owner.ford.com/how-tos/maintenance/engine/know-when-to-change-your-engine-oil.html/?model=Fusion%20Hybrid&year=2015
https://owner.ford.com/how-tos/maintenance/engine/know-when-to-change-your-engine-oil.html/?model=Fusion%20Hybrid&year=2015
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One straightforward explanation of the punishment for failure to maintain minimum oil levels at 

all times comes from General Motors:  

 

“Operating your vehicle with an oil level that is below the minimum level indicated on 

the engine oil dipstick can result in severe engine damage. Repairs resulting from 

operating an engine with insufficient oil are not covered under the terms of the New 

Vehicle Warranty.”6 

 

Who pays when consumers who, like most modern consumers, drive under severe conditions, 

don’t check their oil every time they fill up and then extend drain intervals with a sludge result? 

Consumers. Replacing a sludge-wrecked engine ranges in cost from $7,000 to over $55,000 

depending on the make and model; $10,000 is the average.  For that amount of money, the 

consumer could have had complete, professional-eyes-on-the-engine service once a quarter for 

the normal life of the vehicle.  Those are the real stakes for consumers.  It’s not whether during 

the life of their car they might get one or two oil change services early, but whether they’re going 

to have a car for its normal life and without major engine oil or filter-related repairs or drips and 

leaks and excessive oil burning. 

 

To add further complexity to making service interval recommendations, no recommendation can 

guarantee exact results in vehicle performance, which is why even automakers make no such 

claims.  They routinely create addenda for their owner’s manuals as problems associated with 

original service interval recommendations arise.  General Motors’ outreach to its customers with 

the 2011 model year GMC Terrain (2.4 Liter engine) is a perfect example.  Those customers 

have been asked to bring their cars to a dealer for the purpose of having their oil life monitors 

reset to shorter oil change intervals.  It is not a coincidence that the oil change interval resets 

always go shorter.  And although the recalls come from automakers, many consumers actually 

find out about them and other engine problems from their local fast lube professionals. 

 

Lastly, as a practical matter, although AOCA supports BAR’s inclusion of “industry accepted 

and nationally distributed automotive service specification providers” and CalRecycle within the 

umbrella of expertise used to assess appropriate oil change intervals on a case by case basis, 

what happens if one of them conflicts with an automaker’s published maintenance schedule?  Is 

the answer different depending on whether a customer’s vehicle is under warranty? 

 

Reducing Oil Pollution 

 

The fast lube industry not only shares BAR’s interest in reducing oil pollution but has been an 

active environmental partner nationwide as evidenced by the millions of gallons of DIYer used 

                                                           
6 General Motors Bulletin 01-06-01-011G: Information on Engine Oil Consumption Guidelines (Sep 28, 2011), 
Document ID: 2714857 applicable to 2012 and Prior GM Passenger Cars and Gasoline-Powered Light Duty Trucks 
Under 8500 LB GVW. 
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oil collected annually since the early 1990s even in the 94% of states without collection 

incentives.  However, where BAR’s proposal skids into assuming extended service intervals are 

helpful across the board, it misses the real nexus between necessary maintenance of passenger 

vehicles, consumer safety, and environmental protection.   

 

This isn’t about regulating appliances that transport oil—it’s about vehicles that transport human 

beings, vehicles with combustion engines that pose serious financial and safety risks if not 

properly maintained.  Service providers must continue to have the ability to schedule necessary 

maintenance via a case-by-case analysis so that consumers avoid breaking down on the side of 

the road, losing warranty coverage, decreasing the useful life of their vehicles, and increasing the 

likelihood of burning oil and fluid leakage.  That means recommendations in accordance with the 

maintenance schedule of the vehicle’s owner’s manual must include all of the factors related to 

the maintenance schedule; i.e., whether the consumer has normal or severe driving habits, the 

consumer’s local driving conditions, and whether the consumer is meeting all of his/her 

maintenance obligations like checking oil at every fueling stop and refraining from speeding.7  

 

To the point of facilitating oil pollution reduction, it would be more impactful to mandate that 

anyone who sells engine oil to the public must accept DIYer used oil or restrict sale of engine oil 

to consumers who receive minimum engine oil management training and/or sign a pledge to 

recycle all used oil generated by their DIYer activities.  After all, theirs is the only pool of used 

engine oil that doesn’t automatically enter the licensed used oil recycling chain as a function of 

doing lawful business.  As CalRecycle noted in its report entitled, Used Oil Lifecycle Assessment 

Report to the Legislature: 

 

“The biggest benefits are found not in shifting from one legal disposition route to another 

but rather from an illegal uncollected disposition to any of the legal processing options. 

The differences between legal options [re-refined lube oil production, distillate fuel 

production and combustion, or combustion of recycled fuel oil] are relatively small in 

comparison.” 

 

AOCA supports telling customers the whole truth about engine function and owner’s manual 

maintenance requirements because it leads to safer, better maintained, and dependable vehicle 

performance for California’s consumer fleet. And when a rare customer fits the bill of a 

“normal” a/k/a longest service interval driver, that’s great.  But conflating attainment of the 

longest possible oil change service interval with environmental protection is a huge mistake 

AOCA encourages BAR not to perpetuate. 

 

 

                                                           
7 General Motors Bulletin 01-06-01-011G: Information on Engine Oil Consumption Guidelines (Sep 28, 2011), 
Document ID: 2714857 applicable to 2012 and Prior GM Passenger Cars and Gasoline-Powered Light Duty Trucks 
Under 8500 LB GVW. 
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Conclusion 

 

AOCA supports (1) educating customers on the whole truth about owner’s manual maintenance 

requirements, and (2) empowering them with the choice to set their own intervals, because it 

leads to safer, less polluting, and more dependable vehicle performance for California’s 

consumer fleet.  Whether telling customers to check their owner’s manuals via additional service 

receipt verbiage actually supports such education to a degree that outweighs the cost of 

implementation and additional paper waste burden, however, remains to be seen.   

 

Thank you for working on this issue and giving AOCA the opportunity to submit comments. If 

you have any questions or concerns about the information provided, please contact the 

undersigned at (800) 230-0702 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Kristy Babb 

Executive Director 


